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Addendum to Part I 

August. 1952 

Lsminar Boundary Layer Separation 

In this report the term "bubble vortex" (Sect. 6.1. et seq.) 

has been used to describe the rotatug mass of air lying parallel to 

the leading e&c near the aerofoil nose under the separated boundary 

laycr. It is now felt that the use of vortex in this context is 

misleaw, since the air movcrilent in the "bubble" may not rcscmble 

that in a true vortex. The term "separation bubble" is therefore 

suggested to replace "bubble vortex" whenever it ocours in the text. 

tiqu~d Film Studies (Sect. 6.4.1 

The interpretation of the liquid filn patterns has been 

discussed vnth Mrrir. A. B. Haincs and Dr. D. dchemann of the R.A.E., 

and also by the Performance Sub-Cdttee of the Aeronautical 

Research Council. When this report was written, it was assumed 

that the liquid filn noved over the wug surface solely under the 

influence of the shear stress unposed upon it by the traction of the 

boundary layer flow above; it has now been swested that the film 

nqy also follow pressure gradients existing on the wing surface. 

The particular conhtions which favour one influence more than the 

other have not yet been established, but sme work is at present in 

progress which, it is hoped, will revedl the main factors oontrollirg 

the movement of liquid films. 

Interpretations nadc in this paper of the liquid filn 

p&tern should therefore be regarded at present as tentative only. 

Some of tho unusual features of the liqud flow nay possibly be 

attllbutable to the specific behaviour of tho liquid film, mthout 

noccssarily inplying the existence of sid.lar flow characteristics 

in tho 3iT boundary layer itself. 
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Pressure Distribution and Boundary Layer 
Investigations on a 44' Sweptback l'apered Wing 

- By - 
Joseph Blaok, Ph.D., 

University of Bristol, 
Departmsnt d Aeronautioal Engineering. 

Fart1 
Wnsionol Tests on the j-ii, 

22nd.December. 1952 

An experimental investigation of the aero~amic oharaoterlstios of a 
tapered wing with 5 leading edge sweptb ek 44' has been carried out in 5 wind. 
tunnel at e Reynolds number of 0.5 x 1 $9 based on a mean chord of lp in. 

Chnt-durise pressure distdbutions nt a number VI? spar&se loootions mare 
measurea over a range of inojdenoe. Consderable attention was given to 
investignting the boundary layer, quantitative measurements being made with a 
novel form of yawmeter head, and the flow being studied vi5uaXi.y using ~001 tufts. 
In addition, a technique for revealdng the direction of flow 5nd form&ion (If 
vortioes in the layer was developed; this oonsista of sprc\ying the wing with a 
suspension of kmp-blaok in paraffin with the wind off atd then turning the wind 
an rapidly. 

One of the most important results established was the relation of the 
unstable break in the pitohing moment curve at a mcderate value of overall lift 
coefficient to the initiation of stalling at the tip region. Another interesting 
feature was the formetit~n of a "bubble" vortex lying parallel to the leading edge 
of the wing at low incidenoes, under the separated leminar layer. At higher 
incidences, complex vortex patterns were disowered, and the initial stalling at 
the wing tip was found to be associated in some way with the growth and inward 
movement of 5 standing vor'cex,with axis normalto the surface, whioh forms on the 
leading edge. 
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I. Introduction 

The effect of increase in angle of incidence on the aerodynamic behaviour 
of a svJeptbaok wing in incompressible flow is nov, r~ellknown. At some moderate 
value of the overall lift coefficient, well below CD max, there may be a 
considerable decrease in slope of the Cm - CD curve, where the pitching-moment 
coefficient, Cm , is usually taken about the lateral axis through tho sting mean 
quarter-chord point. With some plnnforms there may even be a change of sign of 
Slope. Numerous pressure distribution tests and tuft studies have indicated. that 
this coincides nith the onset of stalling at the tip section, the region of 
stalling advancing inboard with increase of incidence. Sections inboard of the 
stalled region not only do not stall, but in some cases increase their lift-curve 
slope. 

Various expianations of the phenomenon of tip stalling and its 
associated effect on pitching moment have been advanced, such as the increased 
aerodynamic loading which is produced outboard on a sweptback wing, or the outward 
drift of the boundary Layer towards the tip, with consequent thickening and 
separation. 

In the course of an investkgation of the aerodynamic characteristics of 
a sweptback tapercd ning, certain features of the pressure distributions suggested 
the existence of some unusual flon conditions in the boundary layer. Attention 
was therefore dFreded to an examination of the boundary layer flon nith a view 
to relating its behaviour to the changes In the overall ohnracteristics of the 
wing. 

This paper describes first the results from the pressure distribution 
tests, and then deals xrith the investigation of the boundary layer and the 
development of the stalling on the wing. 

The tests were carried out during 1951 and early 1952. 

2. Details of Model and Tests 

The wing tested was a semi-span model of that used on the D.H.108 (Fig.1). 
The main features were leading edge sr-Jeepback 44", 
0.326. 

aspect ratio 4.3, taper ratio 
The aerofoil section was symmetrical. nith a maximum thickness of I@ at 

4% of the chord; from leading edge to maximum th.ickness the section was 
elliptic, and from there to the trailing edge it was 
edge angle. (Section ordinates are given in Table I. 

uintic, 
7 

v&th a II+" trailing 
Twenty-three pressure holes 

vere distributed round the line-of-flight chords at eight spanwise loontlons 
(Table 2). 

(not 
For reasons connected with the main part of the investigation of the 

wing, described here), the model was made of solidPerspex. 

All tests were oarried out in a 3; ft diameter open-jet afmospherio- 
pressure working section return flow l~ind tunnel, at a wind speed of 103 f%/seo 
corresponding to a Reyn Ids number, based on a mean aerodynamic chord of 
10.7 in., of 0.575 x 1 04 

For boundary layer measurement an arronhcad, or Conrad, yonmeter was 
used, in conjunction with n micrometer-travers~ng gear. Since this lrork was 
carried out, the usa of a similar instrument has been reported (Ref.1). The head 
consisted of two hypodermic tubes, 0.06 in. outside diameter, soldered together 
and ground off to form an arrowhead; the angle of cut-off used was 45". ThlS 
angle produced a linear variation of pressure difference between the tubes nith 
inclination, over an angular range of +-15'; Brebner (Ref.1) used a cut-off 
angle of 55' thich increased the sensitivity, but reduced the linear range to 
30' of inclination. 

The/ 
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The total head recorded with one tube, H', when the hesd nns aligned 
along the flow was found to bear the followiq~ relation to the free-stream total 
head H: 

H' = H x cos' S 

where S is the angle of out-off. This is in noooti with a simple nnalysis 
based on n resolution of flow velocities. 

3. Pressure Distributions on the Winq 

3.1 Chordwise Pressure Distributions and Isobars 

3.1.1 Pressure Distribution at 0.83 Semi-span 

The effect of increase in inaidenoe on the pressure distribution at one 
partioulsr span&se location can be seen fromFig.2. An inarease of incidence 
from 0' to 6" produoes a large suction at the nose which continues to grow to a 
maximum at 9'. At 12' this peak suction at the nose falls away, but there is a 
general increase of suction farther aft over the section; the resultant 
distribution is almost triangular. The collapse of the nose suction does not 
indicate stalling, sinoe the normal force is still inoroasing with inoidenca. 
With further increase in inoidencc, the pressure over the forward region of the 
section becomes almost constant, and at 18O the distribution is flat over the 
r&uile seution. 

These pressure distributions resemble those obtained in two-dimsnsional 
tests of thin aerofoils by Cault and IkCuJlough2. The contrast in oharacter 
between these distributions ati those of a conventional roundrnosed nerofoil may 
therefore arise as muoh from the inherent properties of the section as from the 
three-dimensioml effects of sweepback (see Psrt II of this report). 

The maximum positive pressure coefficient attained is 0.52, Oompad 

with unity at the stflgnation point of a straight wing. Sinoe the lending edge 
is swept back 4-&O, this confirms simple sweep theory, which predicts that the 
pressure coefficients will vary as oosaA , There A is the sweepback angle. 

3.1.2 Pressure Distributions at Other Spanwise Looations 

The chordwise distributions at the various spsnwise stations nre 
presented isometrioally on the wing planform In Fig*3(a) to 3(f), for inoidenoes 
from 0' to 18'. The isobars are also included in these fi,lures. 

At 6" inoidenoe (Fig.3(b)) nil stations have well-dmeloped peak suotiona, 
but that at the root section is both smaller and further sft than the others. 
The maximum value appears towards the tip. The isobars, on the kole, lie along 
the constant percentage chord lines, except near tho root leading edge nhere they 
curve round to lie normal to the line-of-flight. 

Increase of incidence to 9' produces extremely hi& peak suotions about 
0.75 semi-span, which fall away rapidly inboard and outboard. At the tip, the 
distribution exhibits an unusualbuild-up of suction towards the trailing edge. 
The isobfrs spread apart as they appronch the tip. 

At 12' (F&.3(d)) there are three distinct regions, in each of which 
the forms of the distributions differ, The root chord has lost its peak suction, 
and V&at remains is followed by a narrow "dip" of inoreased pressure. The centre 
distributions ere still well peaked, but at 0.93 semi-span the distribution is 
transitional to the "triangularly form existing at the tip. 

Inorense to 15' leaves the root chord distribution almost unohawed in 
form the dip has been replaoed by a small re&on of constant pressure. Only the 
sections between 0.2 and 0.56 semi-span retain a peak suction near the nose. The 
"triangular" distribution is now loosted st 0.68 semi-spnn, rind outboard of this 
station the distributions get progressively flatter. 

At/ 
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At the highest incidence, Ia', (Fig. 3(f)) the peaks are confined to o 
narrow region between 0.2 rind 0.44 semi-span. 

3.1.3 Pressure Distributions in TLP Ref!ion 

Chordwise pressure distributions over the sections near and at the tip 
reveal an interesting phenomenon when compared diredly. In Fig.4 it nil1 be seen 
that at 9' the tip section has a pronounced negative pressure rise from about 
0.7 chord to the trailing edge. With increase of incidence, this spreads forvJaJ'$ 
so that at 11' there is increased negative prossure, oomparcd with the inner 
sections, from about 0.4 chord. At 12' the effect is lessening, and nt 15' the 
section is completely stalled, 

This aft suction peak at the tip has been noted by !iebo 2; with an 
untapered 53' sweptback wing it appeared at 4' incidence and was found to be 
dependent on tip shape. A square tip produced a more nsrked peakt Babisted has 
also comnonted on thf phenomenon, which arose o 
at 12' incidence. 8 

a 45' sweptbaok untapered Ring 
Kuohemann, Weber and Brebner noted its existence in test5 On 

a 45" sneptbaok VJine and suggested that i arose from the rolling up of a 
vortex sheet alon& the trailing edge of the ning. 

3.2 Spanwise Pressure Distributions 

The pressure distributions along the constant percentage chord lines at 
the leading edge, 0.05 and 0.1 of the chord, are shown in Fig.5. 

Along the leading edge, the pressure coeffiolents at eero incidence have 
the constant value of 0.52 along the whole semi-span, only decreasm at the tip 
section where the baokward owature begins, Thus the simple "cosa sweep angle" 
rule mentioned above appea s to hold along the whole span. This is cordi.lmd by 
other results: Dannenberg t; 
Wick7 obtained a Cl, 

recorded a Cpo of 0.5 with 45' sweepbnok, and 
of 0.2 with 63.4" swepback. Weber and Brebner, with a 

complete wing as dis%not from a semi-span model, obtained a GPO of unity at the 
wing apex, nhioh fell to the "00s~" valua at 0.08 semi-span, 

With inoreaso of incidence to 6' the growth of suction over the outboard 
span may be seen. At 9' the distribution along the leading edge is marked by a 
peak suction at 0.8 semi-span, v&h another lesser one at the tip itself. 

The distribution at 12' is similar in form, but the peak swtion 1s 
increased and occurs further inboard, about 0.6 semi-span. This inward movement 
of the peak suction oontinues with increase of incidence, until. at 18' it is in 
the region of 0.25 semi-span. 

4. Normal Foroes on the Wing 

4.1 Results from Invastigation of Pressure Distributions 

The variations of the local normal force coeffioients cn with incidenoe 
are shown inFig.6; these ooeffioienbs wore obtained by integration of the 
pressure distributions. The on - (I curves are only linear at all the stations 
up to an inoidenoe of about 6". Above this incidence the slope at stations 0.025& 
0.195 and 0.97 semi-span inoreases, the sections between remaining linear. At 12 
the tip seotion reaches a o 

w 
of 0.54, vhile the sections at 0.195 and 0.44 

semi-span increase their slop , Stnlling progresses inwads from the tip; 
12.5' for 0.93 semi-span, 14.5' for 0.83, 15.5" for 0.68. At the maximum incidenoe 
tested, 18', the inboard se&ions remained unstalled. 

The slopes of the on - a ourves (over the linear range) rise from 
0.037 per degree at the root to a maximum of 0.062 at 0.7 semi-span, then fall 
smoothly to 0.037 at the tip (Fig.7). The tnwdimensional slope for the aerofoil 
section of the ming is 0.063 per degree (see Part II of this report). 

Fig.8 shows the spanwise distribution of the normal foroe coefficient 
On l 

At 6' the m&mum on ocours about 0.75 semi-span. The effect at 9' of 
localised increase in swtion over the rear of the tip section shows up as a 
recovery in 0, dose to the tip. At the higher incidences the nmximum cn 
occurs further inboard, urrbil at IO0 it is at mid semi-span* 

Since/ 
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Since the section norms1 force coefficient, on, Is baaed on the local 
chord, *he curves of Fig.8 do not show the loading on the rdtrg. To obtain this, 
the lwal on must be based on the wing average ohord, oev , equal to 
Grea/Span, giving the loading aoeffioients ano/oav. These are aho%n in Fig.9. 
The relative deorease in on over the in!m3rd aeotione at lcw incidenoe is 
compensated far by the larger ohord, henoe the lnedlng is more evenly distributed 
along the span. Above 12', rhen the tip loses Ilft, the combined effeot of 
inorcsaed on and inoreaaed. chord produces a large load inbonril. 

Integration of the loading 
normal force coeffioient En. 

coefficients uver the span gives the overall 
The aurvea of Fig.9 may their be oompsrcd directly 

b{ plottine in terms of o~c/~~c,, which is done in Fig.10. The points for 6’, 
9 arai 12" lie dose to eaoh other, ati the mean line throu& them nay be taken 
as the non-dimensional loading on the xing in the sub-stalling incidenoc range. 

The overaLl normalforoe curve in shown in Fig.11. There ia only a 
alight deoreeae of slope towards 18', the slope in the linosr range being 
O&V per degree. 

4.2 Comparison with TheoreticalRw&iotiona 

he wing ohsraoteristioa wre oaloulnted thcoretioally, using the 
Welaeinge , Stanton-Jones9 and DiederiohlO m&hods, ainoe these sre rapid exd 
oonvenient to use. 

4.2.1 Span Lotdim Distribution 

The span loadings are tabdated. below ard plotted in Figg.10, 

SPW 
Location Mea8ured Weiaainger "~ZZ?- Diederich 

Y --- 

It xi.llbe seen that the Weisainger method gives too high a loading at 
the centre and utdereatlmstea the load outboard. The deoreased loading measured 
at the centre may arise from the platform mounting of the semi-span model, but 
other teats with complete rcodela of swptbnak wings have slao indicated this 
deoreaae inloding towards the root. Results f?omthe Six&on-Jones method agree 
quite well with those of the Weiaainger method, the points if plotted giving slnwf 
the identical curve: this is not surprising, ainoe themethoclis based on numerous 
Weisainger solutionrr. To a certain extent, the SEUE applies to the Diederich 
method, in that he bases hia "ideal" distribution ourves on &Wting aurfaoe results. 

4.2.2 Spsnwise Location of Centre-of-ureaaure 

All the methods predict the apanniae looation of the overall oentre-of- 
pressure of the wing very well. 

4.2.3/ 
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4.2.3 Position of Aerodynamic Centre 

Because the Weissiqpr method gives sn accurate ~ediotion of the 
spamriso looation of the centre-of-pressure, it should give s good prediction of 
the lon&tud.insl position of the nerodynamic centre. 'J!bis is assumed to be the 
quarter-chord poirrt of the line-of-flight ohor lying along the location of the 
spnrniise centre-of-pressure, %.p* 

Using the value of 11 of 0.439 from the last sectisn gives the 
ohor&Jise location of the aer&&io centre as 0.29 E, compared to the 
experimental value of 0.325 E. 

Hopkins (Ref.ll) founcl the same masure of disqreement over his range 
of planforms; he improved the accuracy of the prediotion by assuming the ohotidse 
location of the aerodynnmic centre to be at 257% of a chord norms1 to the sneq, 
referenoe line, rather than n line-of-flight chord. When applied to the test- 
wine, the theoretiod position of the nerodynamic centre moved back to 0,335 C, 
vdlich is n slightly more accurate prediction. 

4.2.4 Lift-ourve Slope 

The measured and predioted values of lift-curve slope -!? were as 
da 

fol.la7s:- 

bfeosmea 
_----__--__-_-----__^__ ------_-_------------- 

L f 

_------_----_-------- -----------_--------- 
Vleissinger 

--------_--- 

&n -WV 0.05 

I i 
0.057 

aa ----I------- ---_------------------- ----------------------- 

VM.le this measure of agreement may seem rensoneble, it differs from other results 
in that the theoretioal pred$otion is usun~ly lower than the measured value. Thus 
van Dxn and &Young12 obtained the follorJin& values for an almost sirnil= Wing: 

r 
--------_------w__- r 

Experiment 
---.. \;;issi;;;;er ---,---.. E’nzner---- 

I =L I 
0.0538 I 0.017 I 0.0509 

1 ----E--L- -- 1 ” 1 -II----__-- ----“-------------- *-..--------.---- 
They noted that this bad agreement us the exoeption, the other planforms nith less 
snecp shornin& muoh better agreement. 

On the other hand, DeYoung'3 hnu plotted theoretiod and experimetial 
lift-curve slopes for a large oolleotion of plnnfonoe, and the result for the test 
I-Jing does lie nithin the general soatter, though admittedly it is on the opposite 
s~dc of the line of perfect correlation to most of the highly snept planforms. 
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5. Pitching Moments on the Yiiinq 

The cwws of section pitching moment about the 
included in ~ig.6. The range for Mioh the moment varies 
decreases from 18' at the root to only 5' at the tip. At 
linear rnnge, but still belolr sidling, there is a marked 

section leading edge are 
linosrly Mth incidence 
inoidencss beyod the 
inorease in stability, 

acr4Jaa l 
bhhen the nhioh appear8 to be associated with the lccel inorease in 

seotion stalk, an unstable moment Le produced; thus at 18O seotions inboad 
of 0.68 semi-span sre inoreasingly stable, nh5.le those outboard have gone unstable. 

The ratio of the sectional ooefrioionts, o$c,, gives the ohorddse 
position of the local centre-of-pressure. (In the linear range this position &IO 
oorresponds to the oercdynomic centre.) The spandse distribution of this 
location, b/o, is shown in Fig.12. At I.OV incidenoe the loos1 centre-of- 
pressure st the root is located shout 0.35 o aft of the lending edge, but lies 
nlong the quarter-chord line over the mid semi-spnnj in the tip region it goes 
forvdard to about 0.16 o. At 9" the change in tip conditions causes the oentre-of- 
pressure to shift bsok slightly; stalling of the outboard sections is msrked by 
a baclnmrd shift to about 0.4 o. 

The varintion aith c 
the ning, taken about the later% 

of the overall pit&in& moment coefficient for 
axis through the quarterpohord point of the mean 

aerodynamic chord, is sho~m in Fig.13. If negative slope is t&en as indioeting 
stability, the tdng is stable up to a en 
&n&ability about a i&, 

of 0.45, trith a smell region of 
of 0.6, oorrssponding to an incidenoe of 12'. Above a 

0 of 0.7, the ning beoomes markedly unstable, 
t?p, which is t&l behind the reference axis, 

owing to the loss of lift at the 
arid the corresponding increase of 

lift of the root seotions ahead. 

The small instability region coinoidinS \-&th the onset of tip std.ling 
at 12' kas at first suspected, espeoially as these pitching moments ere the result 
of werall int8~Qtions. Its existence nns .W.irectly oonfinoecl by a study of 
numerous balance test results for various sweptback ~Lngs, rhioh revenled the same 
small break in the curves. This swgests the initiation of some phenomenon common 
to all the planforms tested, vhioh is nssocistad rrith the onset of the tip stall* 

6. Bounda.rgI~eyer and Std.li~ Behaviour 

6,l Indioations fromPressure Measurements 

The tvJo-dimensional oharaoteristios of thin aerofoils dth a small nose 
radius have been investz&atea by Gault aid iWXLlou&2. Their results are 
discussed in deteil in Part II of this report, but briefly they fourd that about 
4O - 6' incideme the leminsr boudary layer over the nose of the seotion 
separate& beoaux? transitional alray fkomthe surface, anclre-sttaohea further aft 
as n turbulent layer. Under the separated lnyer R "bubble" vortex is formea, 
dioh rotates about an ad.8 parallel to the lending edge, so that ct the side 
adjacent to the surfaoe the flop is to%uds the leading e&e. The presence of the 
laminnr separation is indionted by a looalized constant pressure region in the 
pressure distribution a%ras. - 

Stnlling of the section resulted from failure'of the sepsratea 
transitional boundary layer to re-attnoh to the surface. 

In an attempt to aetect ?Jhether a sindlar phenomenon %las occurring in 
the three-dirznsional flo\: over the test wing, pressure measurements'~KLre made at 
0.01, 0.03 nrd 0.05 of the chord at span loo&ions of 0.32 and 0.88 semi-span. 
The results nro sham in Fig.14. 

At the inboard station the localized constant pressure indicntion appears 
between 0.025 and 0.05 o at 6'. A tiea lmd.ized pressure reoovery betvreen 0.01 
and 0.02 o exists at 9" and 12', but disappears at 15'. Outboard n similar constant 
pressure resion occurs at Go and a pressure dip is present at 12’. Similar features 
were exhibited by the root se&ion et 12' and 15' (Fig.3). 

Plotting/ 
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Plotting these results 8s variation of pressure nt constant chord 
positions with incidence (Pig.15) indioates an intersection of the curves for 
0.025 and 0.05 chard at 6' incidence at the inboard location; this suggests 
lnminar separation at this point. A similar intersention at the same incidence 
at 0.88 semi-span also sqgests that the vortex extends spandse. 

The con*& in unstaUed ard stalled. behaviour at the tlJo span 
locations shows up clearly; inboard at 15' the negative pressures continue to 
increase nith incidence, but outboard from about IO' onwards the pressures at all 
chorduiae positions recover nrd decronse along a common path. 

6.2 Boundary Layer Mensuremonts 

Ncnsurenmrts of the boundary layor were made at 0.2 ati 0.8 of the chard 
st vsrious spandse locations. 
0.8 at 0.44 semi-span. 

Typical results are shown in Fig.16 for x/o of 
The increase in the thickness of the layer with incidence 

is considerable; 
0.10 c at 150. 

it gz-011'3 from about 0.005 o at 0' to 0.04 o at 12', nnd to 
At Ido the layer nppears to be separating. 

The magnitude of the spanwise velocity component is inclicnted by the 
flow defleotion measured through the lnyer. At 12' inodenoe the flow is 
deflected outwrds through 15O, nr&L at 18O this increases to over 30°, the flow 
then lying almost psrsllel to the wing trailing edge. The greatest part of the 
dcfleotion occurs very close to the surface, the free stream remaining 
relntidy unaffeotd. 

The layer was found to thicken with movcmont outboard along the span, 
end also approached separation, as ind.i.oated by a steepening profile, at a 
progredsively earlier incidenoe. 

heasuremcnts hear the leding edge at 10%~ inoidenoe indioated a thin 
boundsry layer with no apFeciable dcflcotion. Above 12' the yawmeter did not give 
consistent readings, even I-ihen rotnted through +,20". No reason for this s&don 
failure of response was then apparent. 

6.3 Tuft Studies 

Fig.17 shm!s tuft behaviour 3s incidsnr,e is inoreased. Deflection of 
the tufts outwards becomes appreciable near the trailing edge about md semi-spnn 
nt go incidence. The outwsrd deflection is very finr;Ly established nt 12', the 
rear tufts streeting parallel to the trailing edge, irith the exception of one 
just inboard of the 0.44 semi-span chord. All tufts along the tip chord ilpe 
agitated, ard those near the leading edge appear to swing fonisrd. 

With further inorcnoc of incidence (15' and 18O) the outainrd 
deflection is nmrked even to the root chord and. the outboarvl tufts are very agitated, 
s~gesting separntea flOV. In spite of their disorder, there does appear to bc n 
dcfinito foniard swing of the tufts as the trailing edge tip is npprooohed, and 
some of the outer tufts near the leading edge look as if they nrc curving forusrd 
ad. inboard. The odd single tuft streaming aft st the trailing edge still 
nppears, put its location moves inboard with increnso in incidence; thus nt 15O 
it is nt 6.2 serm-span, and at 18' it is about 0.1 se&-span. At 0.56 semi-span 
at 18” one tuft onn be seen to be spinning strongly, presumsbly indicating the 
presence of a shed vortex. 

In order to detect the presence of the suspected laminor separation 
bubble vortex near the leading edge, tufts pivoted on pins projeoting from the 
wine; surface were located along the leading edge. Externnltufts acre mounted on 
stings projecting from the wing under-surface. In Fig.18 it nil1 be seen that at 
8O 211 the tufts stream along the line-of-flight, with n VreU defined Cng tip 
vortex. Increase to IO' onuses the outermost leading edge tcf% to svhng round 
to lie parallel to the edge; the external tuft remaim streaming shst nmd 
to the pivoted tuft, showing that the free stream is still flowing pnrdlel to 
the plane of symmetry of the vring. 

At/ 
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At II” the spamdse flovr along the leading edge is well established, as 
even the tuft at 0.56 semi-span is streaming spamdse. The tuft at 0.44 semi-span 
is inclined OutWrds, but it never swings round to become parallel to the lending 
edge. This suggested that somewhere in this region there was a divided fla7 in 
the botisry layer. 

6.4 Liquid Film Studies* 

Since tufting was obviously too cease n method for detecting the highly 
localtied vortex formations within the boundary layer, a teohnique which had been 
suoccssfuJLy used in early investigations of laminar-turbuleti transition phenomena 
was applied. This was to spray the mdelnith a suspension of Ismp-blsok in 
paraffin with the wind off, ~3. then immediately on completion of spraying, turn 
the wind on. The flow within the boundary lsyer was then clearly indicated by the 
movement of the liquid f&l, and regions of intense vorticity %re located 
Lm~eedistely by the rapid aooumulotion of lsmp-black within them. A further 
advantage ~JBS that nFter a fca minutes with the nind on the paraffin evapOratea, 
leaving a flow pattern dried onto the wing surfaoe d-&h oould be studied at 
leisure or photographed. 

Sketches and photographs sho~ng horr the flow developed are shown in 
Fig.1 9. 

The first evidence of the formotion of s bubble vortex appeared at 6' 
incidence. The wing leading edge on the upper surface was sorubbed clean back to 
about 0.02 ohord, ard immediately behind the sorubbed area, a nsrrow bard of 
-black aaoumulated over a spnmTise seotion of the inboard leading e&e, end 
farther outboard from about 0.8 semi-span to the tip. Uithinthe vortex, there 
was s strong spamdse flow which pulled the liquid towards the wing tip. The 
vortex followed the curve of the wing tip back to the trniling edge. The sparntiise 
regions between the two vortices appeared to have normal lsminsr-turbulent 
transition on the surface. 

At 8' the vortex extended the whole le@th of the leading edge, except 
near the root, Deere it curved aft before fading out. The band of lamp-block 
tapered, with its brosdest tridth inboard, and approaohed the leadine cage tor,ards 
the tip. U-Be the wind was on, and before the liquid dried, D. thin column of 
liquid could be clearly seen flodng steadily right along the leading edge sti 
accumulating in a small patch ot the lending edge tip. This accumulated uqtia 
remained stationary at this point and rotated clockwise, i.e., when looking at the 
upper surface of a port wing. 

With further increase to IO’, the vortex bnnd formed slightly nearer 
the leading edge and extended nearer to the root. At the tip, the small patch 
previously noted became more expansive, and trails of liquid round it indicated 
oloc3cwise rotation over a larger region. The fluw along the wing tip curve was now 
in two distinct parts; foward, it was towarda the leading edge and aft it 1788 
towards the trailing edge. At mid semi-span, there were signs of P slightly 
unsteady rearward breaking of the spsmdse band of liquid. ' 

At II’ there was a marked change in the pattern. The bubble vortex 
appeared along the leading e+e outboard fYom the root, but about mid semi-span, if 
s%nmg aft abruptly and sn intense band of liquid flowed steadily along it 
chordwise tonards the trailing cage. Just outboard of this change uf direotion, 
the leading edge was sozubbcd clean, but slightly farther outboard a new vortex, 
much narrower and closer to the leading edge, cou3 be seen to gro% 

The close-up view shows the vortex at the point where it swings af't. 
The faint lines in the photograph are 0.02.5 chord apart, so it dill bo seen that 
the bubble is about this width, but nsrroi7s to about 0.01 choti before it turns. 

Just/ 
___-I---------------_-----_-_-----------_--------___I_________------------------ 
*A preliminary note describing the results of these liquid film studies has 
already been published (J.R.Ae.Soo., April, 1952). The greater part of that noto 
is repeated here in order that the results msy be more easily related to the 
earlier pressure measurements and tuft studies. 
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Just outboard, the smooth deposit of lsnr+black suggests normal transition, and 
beyond this, the beginnings of a new vortex can be disoerned. This is extremely 
narrowr appearing as a slightly darker thin line much oloser to the leading edge 
than the main bubble vortex, 

At the trailing edge,.the ohordwise vortex turned and fluid flowed‘slong 
the edge out to the tip. Most unexpectedly, it did not collect there, but turned 
snd flowed forwards in a narrow band towards the leading edge. It proceeded 
inwards along the leading edge to socumulate in a marked vortex with its axis normal 
to the surface at the junotion with the outward flow along the leading edge. The 
main portiopl of the bounclery le,yer between the chordwise vortex end the tip flowed 
outwards and then swung round, as sketched. In the photographs, this region 
alwciys appears almost dear of lamp-b'.aok beoause the scrubbing action of the flow 
-se-ems to be very powerful, so that fluid 1s either swept aft to feed the flow along 
the trailing edge, or forward to feed the trail cdng along the tip. 

At 12' the pattern exhibits the same features, but the chordwise flow now 
startsf&Merinboard and towards the trailing edge the vortex curves outboard 
mare to flow along it. Instead of flowing right to the tip it starts swinging 
forward at about 0.9 semi-span and similarly instead of fdlowing the wing tip 
curve, it slopes more sharply-inboard to meet'the "standing" vortex on the leading 
e&3+ This has also moved farther inboard to about 0.8 semi-span. 

With further increase of incidende, the features become more marked, 
The leading edge "standing vortex", which is now indioated by an approximately 
circular aocumulatian of liquid with a diameter of about, $mean chord rotating 
very vigorously, moves closer and closer inboard until at 18O it is about 
0.45 semi-span. The ourvature of the flow from the trailing edge starts about 
mid semi-span, andhas ocmpletelytuFnedinbosrawitbin 0.8 semi-span. A column 
of liquid streams in from the extreme rear tip to feed this main stream and flows 
into the standing vortex. There is still a small bubble vortex parallel to the 
leading edge, but it extends only to about 0.2 semi-span before being swspt round 
@J-t. Trails of fluid Peeding into the mein stream outboard of the standing vortex 
indi-te alesrlythe nature of the flow surrounding it. 

The under surfa& of the wing was sprayed and examined at various 
incidenoes, with particular attention to the leading edge regiim on the opposite 
side to the standing vortex. There was smooth lsminar-turbulent transition on the 
surface, ana no sign of the standing vortex. The vortex is thus confined to the 
upper siu+face. 

This unexpected and most surprising behaviour of the flow in the boundary 
layer helps to explain some of the plzzlinafeatures of the earlier results. Thus 
in the spanwise distribution of pressure along the ocmstant peroentage chard lines 
(Fig.5) the suction peaks moving inboard with incidence, at the leading edge and 
x/c of 0.05, from the extreme tip at go to 0.83 semi-span at 12O, and to O.& 
semi-span at 18O, coincide exactly with the location of the standing vortex at 
these inciclences. 

The increase of the normal foroe curve slops for the inboard snd outboard 
sections starting at 6O inoidehce, discussed in Section 4 (Eg.6), may nowbe 
assumed to arise from the fact that at this incidence a lsminar separation bubble 
vortex forms parallel to the le&ing edge at these seqtions aa so effectively 
provides a thicker aerofoil section whioh must have an increased slope assooiatetl 
with it. At 12O the vortex lies spanwise from the root to about 0.44 semi-span 
before swinging aft, and hence only the sections inboard of this lccatlan continue 
to benefit in this way. Conversely, at the same incidence the boundary leyer flow 
over the tip region is towards the leading edge, and this causes the tip seotions 
to stall. 

With increase in incidence the inward movement of the standing vortex 
leaves, outboard of itself, a regime of flow whioh provokes stalling, and so the 
stsll progresses inboard with increase in inoidence, in all bases being initiated 
at the leading edge. 

The looation of the bubble vortex dong the leading edge at low incidence 
and its subsequent meanderings over the wing surfsae can be related to the pressure 
gradients indicated in the isobar distributions (Fig.3), espeoidly the flow into 
the standing vartex, which occurs at the region of highest suction cm the wing. 
The pressure distributicols do not help to explain the remd swing of the bubble 
vortex, however, because from Fig.5 it will be seen that there is a favourable 
zsre gradient along the leading edge, 0.05 and 0.1 chord out to 0.8 semi-span 

end 0.6 semi-span at 15O, yet the vortex swings aft about 0.46 and 0.4 
semi-&an respectively, The/ 
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The explanation mey be that betlJeen,0.05 chord and the leading'edge the 
pressure gradients differ intrerd from those in Fig.5 and that detailed inwstigstion 
nould. reveal a localized adverse C;mdient 3panrJise ?&ioh mould be sufficient to 
deflect the vortex rearvrsrds. This is suggested by the fact that the phenomenon is 
chtioally dependent on the incidence, to the extent that a sdegree clange either 
Way dll cause the vortex either to lie along the span or abruptly rnri~ aft. FIhen 
the incidence is altered to and fro, the spandse flaw can be mde to bifeste, 
responding very rapidly to the changing conditions. 

The inability of the boundary layer yalrmeter to give sensible readin&s at 
higher inoidenoes (Section 6.2) is na7 easily explained. Rotation throug$ 220 
nould stilJ. not align the head anyrihere near the flow, which is inboard to-z&d3 
the leading edge, thereas it had been preconceived to be flowing chordWiSe from 
the leading edge. 

The effect of boundary layer fences, as fitted to some aircraft, has been 
3tudied*. In the light of the fbv-r patterns sham above, the fences r1ould not be 
expected to influence the staane; behaviour of the V&W. A typical example izith 
trn, nose fences exterdix tvio-thjrds of the chord aft is shown. It will be seen 
that there are tao strong "standing" vortices formed on the leading ea&e outbod 
of each fence, the main MOW along the trailing edge appesring to divide to flm 
fomad in both retions of the din&. 

Inboard of each fence, there is formed a strong "standing" VOrkX* Tha 
grodh of the "standing" vortex at the lesding edge tip, and its subsequent 
movement inboards, is not affected by the presence of the fenoes. 

7. Conclusion3 
' _ 

7.1 The overa11 normal foroe cmfficlent c' increased linarly lti.t_h 
jnojdence-over the range tested, 00 to ISo. The &tohim moment curve, C 
opin3t c,, nas linear up to a C, of about 0.50 4 

4 
At thus point there 1~ a 

small 'bunpI_in the o-e, vjhiohwas follot~ed at a slightly higher En, but still 
well beloT 0, ox by a marked change in slope of the o~ve. Examination Of 
numerous other re3urt's ha3 shorn that mnny s%ptback %-in@ tested have exhibited 
a similar 'bump' in their pitch& moment OUV~S at some moderate value of En. 

onset7Z t~st%li 
at tdhich the 'bump' in the ourve appears ooincided dth the 
ng, as indicated by pressure distribution measurements. 

7.3 Investigation of the boundary layer dth a liqud film technique has 
revealed the formation of a "bubble" vortex under the separated laminsr boundary 
layer at the nose. This first appeared at 6' incidence and grevi spam7ise v&h 
increase of incidence to loo, There ~3s a otrong spatmise flon dthin the "bubble" 
region. 

At II' the "bubble" vortex s%n& aft abruptly about mid semi-span, srd a 
new phenomenon, a "standing" vortex vrith a core normalto the ting surface, became 
F&U established at the tip. This "3tanding" vortex moved inboard Mith further 
increase in incidence. 

The gratih and imJard mvement of this wrtex appears to be closely 
associated. with the stallin;: behaviour of the vhng a&requires further investigation. 
It does seem, hovrever, that the combination of the abrupt rean%rd chawe of 
direction of the "bubble" vortex, ati gro&h in strength of the "standing" vortex, 
coincides lrith the 'bump' in the pitohing moment curve, 

I'lhile the Reynolds number of this test nas admittedly comparatively loo, 
it is believed that the phenomena desctibed ~Ll.l exist at higher Reynolds numbers, 
since they originate nith laminar separation, dich is relatively indepedent of 
Reynolds number. 
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Addendum to Part II 

Relation to Three-Diaonsional Tests (Sect. 4.1.). 

In this section of the paper the appearance of a locnlised 

constant-prcssure region in the pressure distributions obtained in 

the two-diacns~onal tests was related to the chmgo of direction of 

flow of the accumlated liquid near the leading edge of the 

three-tiensional xing, since both occurred at naninal incidences of 

botweon IO" rind IV. The incidenoes in the two tests bear no 

relation to each other, however, because of the "non-two-dincnsional" 

charactor of the flow in the sectional tests; it is more correct to 

rolato the phenomma on tha basis of local normal-face coefficient, 

cn* Thus in tha sootional test the "short-separation" bubble WCLS 

fomed at a +, of about 0.65 (Eigs. 2 and 4, Part 2), ‘and fron 

Fig. 6 of Part I it will be seen that this value of k is reached 

at 0.56 se&-span at an incidence of between IO0 and 11'. The change 

of direction of the liquid flow on the wing was observed about. tid 

s&-span at this incidence, which suggests that the sp3.ntise station 

where the liquid flovturns aft narks the inboard lirsit of the "short" 

separation bubble on the wing. 





Part II 

Two-dimensional Pressure Distribution Tests 
on a 1% Thick Symmetricalkerofoil Section. 

Pressure distribution measurements, and liquid-film investigations of the 
boundary layer, have been carried out on6a 1% tnick, small nosc radius aerofoil 
section at a Reynolds number of 0.5 x 10 . The existence of a bubble vortex under 
the separated laminar boundary layer in the vicinity of the nose has been confirmed 
at moidences up to IO'. 

Above this incidence, up to 15', a different t&ype of leading edge 
separation appears to take place, which closely resembles that occurring on a sharp- 
edged aemfoil. The flow separates immediately at the edge itself, and m-attaches 
further aft, with a bubble vortex located right on the lending edge. E'alluro of tho 
separated flow to re-attach to the surface results in s collapse of the leading edge 
suction peaks, and produces on almost flat pressure distribution. Stalling of tho 
section is thus accompanied by an abrupt decrease in lift Just after %0X. 

Similar results hove been obtained in N.A.C.A. tests on various thin 
aerofoil sections at a Reynolds number of about 6 million, which suggest that up 
to this Reynolds number at lonst the main phenomena arising from separation of the 
flow in the vicinity of the loading cdgo arc little influenced by Reynolds number, 
although the octuol extent of the bubble vortex moy bo offcctcd. Stream 
turbulcnco may possibly have some effect on tho separation and subsequent vortex 
formation. 

I. Introduction 

Tests on the sweptback wing described in Part I of this report revealed 
the existence of a "bubble" vortex under the separated laminar boundary layer 
near the leading edge. Since the characteristics of the wing sections must be 
strongly influenced by the three-dimensional nature of the flow about the wing, 
it was difficult to assess whether the unexpected behaviour of the boundary layer 
was predominantly an inherent fenture of the aerofoil section, or could be 
ascribed largely to the effects of swcepbaok. There is a oonsideroblo Gunount 
of information available about the fo-tia'tion of laminar separation vortices 
on some N.A.C.A. aerofo%l-sootions '-4; but itwas felt that the two-dzncnsionnl . 
chorocteristics of t&o actual section of tho wing tested ooul+bo more closely 
related to tho results obtained on the wing, Pressure distributions have thorofom 
been measured on a new two-dimensional wing of the same aerofoil section os the 
original swept wing mod& 

2./ 
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2, Description of liodel, and the Tests 

The section is 1% thick at 4C$ chord, mth an elliptic profile from 
leading edge to maximum thickness; the nose radius was 0.007 chord. From maximum 
thickness to the trailing edge the profile is a quintio curve, with a 14" trailing 
cage angle, 

A constant-chord wing, of chord equal to the mean aerodynamic chord of 
the tested wing, that is 10.7 inches, and span 6 inches, was constructed of Perspex; 
thirty pressure holes, distributed as shown in Fig. 1 were located along the chord 

~~~n~~io*al flow 
The model was mounted between two large platforms, to ensure 

. It was found later that these platforms did not, in fact, 
sinmlate infinite aspeot ratio; since tha actual aspect ratio of the model was so 
small, and the effect of the platforms was unknown, no correction to the angles of 
incidence has been attempted here. All incidencss quoted are therefore the actual 
settings of the model, relative to the free stream. The platforms did, howovcr, 
prevent any spanwise flow, and thus the flow ovor the central region of the modolwas 
cffeotively two-dimansional, in contrnst to that over the sections of the swept wing 
model. 

Pressure distributions were amasurcd over on inoidenoe range from -6" to 
20' at a in&speed of 103 ft per soo corresponding to a Reynolds number of 
0.2 x ‘B 10 I In addition, liquid film studies of conditions in tho boundary layer 
were made, using the lampblack-in-paraffin technique described in Part I. 

3. Results 

3.1 Pressure Distributions 

Some of the measured pressure distributions are shown in Fig. 2. The 
suction starta to peak over the nose at 4e incidence, and a small constant pressure 
region is located about 0.2 of the chord at this incidence. With increase of 
incidence there is a rapid growth m the suction peaks over the leading edge, until 
at IO0 a Co of -3.0 is reaohod. Just aft of this auction peak a narrow oonstant 
pressure region is indicated. At 15' the maximum negative pressure msaSur&, a 

2 
of -7.0, was found at the leading edge. An increase to 46' lea to the oollapse 

o this peak, and a wide constant pressure region formed aft of the leading edge with 
a pressure coefficient of just under -2.0; the leading edge hole still gave a peak 
reading of -3.0. 

At 18' the stall wos well established, but the leading edge still haa a 
marked negative peak, followed by a slight dip. firther aft there was an 
increased suction over the section. 
200, 

An almost flat pressure distribution exists at 
but here again a highly localised suction persists right at the leading edge. 

The develoment of the unusual pressure distributions over the leading edge 
of the section may be seen more clearly in Fig. 3, whioh is a large-scale plotting over 
the loading sixth of the chord. Up to 8e incidence the distribution has the usual 
smooth rise and fall of suction, but at 9' a slight inflexion of the curve oocurs right 
at the leading edge. At IO' there is a marked change in the form of the distribution, 
with a oonstont pressure region from about 0.005 to 0.02 of the chord. With further 
incranso in incidence, the suction right at the leading edge grows, and the 
distributions maintain a reflex curvature located about 0.02o right up to 15'. 

3.2 Liquid Film Studies 

The model was sprayed. with CI suspension of lampblack in paraffin, and the 
wind was then turned on rapidly. 
nt 6O, 

The first evidence of laminar separation appeared 
when the leading edge was scrubbed clean, rind a large quantity of lampblack 

acoumulated in a band pamllel to the leading edge from about 0.02 to 0.04 chord. 
The region of accumulation is indicntcd in Pig, 3 by shading. 

The procehre was repeated at increasing inoidences, but up to IO” there was 
no apparent change in the ohordwise location or extent of the "bubble" vortex under 
the separated lnminnr layer. The turbulent layer aft of the %zbble" vortex appeared 
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to be attached right to the trailing edge. At II' the liquid film indicated some 
cmtical ohange in flow; a narrow band of lampblack accumulated as before about 
O.O25c, and in addition an intense and much narrower filament of fluid was located 
almost on the leading edge itself. 
the aerofoil surface was quite clean. 

Between the two bands of accumlated lampblack, 

Y 
With further increase of incidence, the rear band of lampblack disappeared, 

and only the leading edge accumulation remained. This was extremely narrow, and 
resembled a thin black cord stretched along the leading edge. 
section, botwcen 15' and It?, 

Stalling of the 
was indicated by the sudden disappearanoc of the 

liquid filament, and a goneral forward flow of the liquid from about half chord 
towards the loading cdgo. 

3.3 Normal Porte and Pltohing IvIoment 

The normal force curve, obtained by integration of the pressure 
distributions, 
(Fig. 4)". 

is linear up to 12O incidence, with a slope 0.063 per degree 
Maximum lift at 15' is followed by an abrupt drop st 16', but above 

this angle the decrense in normal force is comparatively gentle; %s, is o.ay. 

with C;, 
The pitching cment coefficient about the section lecding edge varies linearly 
almost up to C 

vx 
(Fig. 5). 

back on itself and sudden1 
After stnllrng occurs, the curve turns 

drops. 

4. Discussion of Results 

The lecding edge type of stoll is discussed by Gault and McCullough in 
Ref. 4., based on tests of the NACA 63-012 and 63-009 seations. Test results 
for the NACA 64~006 section are given in Ref. 2. All these N.A.C.A. tests were 
at c Reynolds number of about 3.8 million. 

The pressure distributions obtained for the section under test exhibit the 
some features as those of the thin N.A.C.A. aectionsi the continual increase of peak 
negative pressures, followed by abrupt collapse at the leading edge and a 
redistribution of prcssure along the chord. The slight dip in the ourves near the 
loading edge after the pcnks collapse is also present in all the tests, tit is most 
marked with the 64.4006 scotion; in the case of the test section n higher suction 
persists right at the leading odga, but it is clear that a suuilar phenomenon exists 
in both oases. Constant pressure regions further aft, as with the test section, 
also occur with the N.A.C.A. sections. 

The lift curves also resemble etch other, in that the N.A.C.A. sections 
show abrupt discontinuitias whon the angle of incidence for maximum lift is exceeded, 
the peaks of tho curves being sharp. 

The N.A.C.A. tests established that separation of the laminar boundary 
layer occurred near tho noso and that flow ro-attachment took place with a 
transitional typo boundary layer which beoama turbulent within a short distance 
downstmam. LNninor separction always occurred downstrenm of the pressure peak, 
and the relatively constant prosaurc region indicntod the extent of the bubble, 
although prossurc rccovcry began upstream of the point of flow nc-attachment. 
The bubble forms well before the attainment of maximum lift, shortly after the 
leading edge pressure peak is fanned: the separated layer appears to follow a path 
approximately tangential to the surfaoe at the point of separation. Transition then 
occurs, and the expansion of the turbulent flow spreads at such an angle relative 
to the path of tangency of the separated laminor layer that the flow quickly 
re-attaches to the surface. Increase of incidence moves the pressure peaks nearer 
the leading edge, and because laminar separation is primarily a function of pressure 
recovery, tho point of laminar separation also moves forward. The separation 

ona/ 
----------_------------------------------- 
x 
This is a very small value for lift-curve slope, when oomparedto the value of 
0.11 obtained in two-dimensional tests of similar sections, and indicates that the 
platforms, as already mentioned, were not effective in simulating infinite aspect 
ratio. 
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and transition thus ocour in a region of increasing curvature of the aerofoil surface, 
and hence the transition point is progressively moving a greater distance above the 
surface. Stalling of the section presumably occurs when the transition point is 
so distant from the surface that the surfaoe further aft does not lie within the wedge 
of turbulenoe,and the flow separates completely, with the aooompanying abrupt collapse 
of the negative pressures at the leading edge. 

This hypothesis implies that with increase of inoidenoe the bubble region 
should progress towards the leading edge and become narrower, and in fact, measurements 
and liquid film studies for the 63-009 section indioate that et 4" the bubble lies 
between 0.008 and 0.014 chord, and moves forward steadily to between 0.003 and 0.006~ 
at ilo. In spite of the similarities of the pressure distrilxltions for the N.A.C.A. 
section and the present test section, a different state of affairs was indicated for 
the latter section with the liquid film study. As already described, tb.e bubble 
appeared to be stationary up to IO' (Fig. 3), which would be expected from the fact 
that the pressure peaks were located about 0.02 chord for this incidence range. 
At 11' the pressure peak moved abruptly forward to the leading edge, and in agreement 
with tne N.A.C.A. observations, the bubble formed immediately aft of the peak. This 

leaves the difficulty of interpreting the significance of the simultaneous lampblaok 
accumulation in its originallocation about 0.0250 at this particular incidence. 

The persistence of 3 negative pressure right at the leading edge until 
complete separation, (Fig. Z), presumably indicates that some form of highly 
localised bubble vortex exists right on the leoding edge, but it is difficult to see 
how this can originate without some initially attoohed layer. A possible explanation 
moy lie in the results disoussod by McCullough and Gault for thin oerofoil stall 
(Bof. 4); they tested a 4.235 thick double-wedge sharp-edged seotion, and found that 
oven though separation occurr-?d at the leoding edge the mcobanifim is very different 
from that desoribed above for the round-nosed sections. The flow appears to be 
unable to remain attached to the surfaoe while passing from the stagnation point on 
the lower surfaoe around the sharp leading edge to ths upper surface. The 
theoretically infinite velooities at the sharp edge 3re physically impossible and 
the flow separates right at the leading edge. This separated flow passes above the 
surfaoo and re-attaches further downstream, The boundary-layer velocity profile at 
the re-attachment point does not resemble a typical laminar or a typical turbulent 
profile, but gradually adjusts itself into a fully developed turbulent layor profile 
before reaching the trailing edge. 

Tests of the NACA 648006 section suggest that at low inoidences the flow 
resembles that on the 63-009 section, with an initial laminar layer, separation, 
and turbulent re-attachment. At about 5' incidence the flow ohanges abruptly 
and conditions then resemble those on the sharp-edged section, with separation right 
at the leading edge and re-attachment some way oft. The pressure distribution curves 
for this section just before and after oollagse of the peak suctions resemble those 
of the present test seation in Fig. 2 for q5 and 16' very closely, and it would seem, 
therefore, that the flow characteristics of the test section follow the same trend 
as the NACA 64~006 section. 

The behaviour of the flow round the leading edge may arise as follows. 
At 6' incidence there is laminar separation just aft of the peak suction at 0.02~ 
(Pig. 3) with a bubble vortex formed underneath it and re-attachment about 0.04~. 
Conditions remain almost unchanged up to 9' incidence, but at IO’ there is a very 
small separation region right at the nose, since the stagnation point is now well 
round the lower surfnoo ond the lending edge virtually pz%sents a shnrp edge to the 
flOW. This flow, which is still laminar, very rapidly m-ottochos to the surface, 
:Jbout o.o05c, but slightly further aft, about O.O2c, the conditions are such as 
to cause laminnr scporetion and the formation of 3 bubble vortex. At II' both 
r&gimes exist, and the lampblack accumulates in the highly locolisod separation 
region right at the leading edge and also in the bubble vortex furthor aft. At 
higher incidenccs, up to 15', only leading edge separation occurs, as indiooted by 
the filomcnt of fluid right on the leading edgo, followed by re-attachment. The 
collnpso of the noso prossure peeks at 16' presumably ooinaidos with the failum of 
the sopnratcd flow over tho loading odgo to m-attach. 
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Thus it may be surmised that the first separation arises due to 
extremely high curvature in accelerated flow at the leading edge, while the second 
further aft is prcduced by the deceleration. It does not seem unreasonable to 
assume, therefcrc, that because of the favourable prcssu~ gradient the flow which 
separated at the leading edge would bc quite likely to remain lnminar, and z-e-attach 
in that state, whemas after the second separation the adverse gradient would almost 
immediately cause transition. 

Further investigation of the flow in the vicinity of the leading edge will 
be required before the explanation of the flow behaviour suggested above can be 
accepted, and tests at a much higher Reynolds number would be desirable. 

SCI~C Jopcncse cxpcrrmants on the cffccts on laminar separation of body 
SurfRcC gecunotry, Reynolds number (based on length between the points of separation 
and re-attachment), stream turbulence, and a transition wire mounted at various 
heights above the point of separation have been repcrted.5. A bent plate was 
mounted in a wind tunnel with the sharp bend normal to the stre,cm. The 1Nninar 
flow over ths forword portion of the plate, which was at some negative incidence, 
separnted at the edge of the bend and re-attached firthor cft on the rear portion 
of the plate, which was nt some positive incidence. A bubble vortex was formed 
just downstream of the bent edge; pitct and static tube traverses of the bubble 
wore mnde, and it was also studied visually with the lbmpblnck technique. 

With the plotc set at a forward incidence of -9.5' nnd n rearward 
rncidmce of 7', measurements were mndc at wind-speeds of 26.6 and 50 ft per sec. 
At the lcwcr speed there was a rcgicn of lampblack at n?st extending aft from the 
bent edge, followed by a region of accumulated lsmpblnck, which ended in the sharp 
line denoting revcrsod flow. Incrcasc of speed caused the icgicn of lampblack at 
rest to disnppcar, and the region of nccumulcticn nnd thestarting lint of mversc 
flow both mcvcd upstrcCcm. The dynamic prcssun: was eerc ct the bent ccrner as the 
bubble wns crcsscd, bcccmc ncgativc, then increased suddenly, reaching a maximum and 
finally decreased gradually. The downstream edge of lampblack accumulation coincided 
with the position where the dynamic pressure began to increase, and the starting line 
of reverse flow coincided with the position of maxmum dynamic p?~ss~rC. The static 
prcssurc distribution also changed with spaod: ct the higher speed the ncgatiw 
prcssun cccfficicnt at the bent ccrncr almost doubled, and in agrecmnt with the 
lampblock indications, the "flat" portion of the distribution was very much narrcwcr, 
showing that the bubble wcs rcduccd in chcrdwise cxtcnt. 

It would appear, therefore, that there is a considerable Reynolds number 
effect on the extent of the bubble, since in both cases the separation point was 
fixed at tha bent edge. 

After separation the turbulence of the layer spreads at an angle which 
increases with free stream turbulence. Thus, with a mere turbulent free stream, 
the point of re-attaolnnent was closer to the bent e&go. The transition wire 
above the bent edge also brought the point of rc-attachment forward, the effCCt 
decmasrng as the height of the wire abcvc the ccrner was mncreased~ 

4.1 Relation to The-dimensional Tests 

One of the most significant features of the two-dimensional tests is the 
abrupt change in the nature of the pressure distributions between IO' and II” 
incidence. This was the incidence range for the wing medal at which the bubble 
vortex lying spanwrse abruptly swung aft. Outboard of this change of direction, a 
thin filament of fluid was observed along the leading edge, which was described in 
Part I of this report as ths growth of a new separation vortex. 

'It would appear from these two-dimensional results that on the wing the 
vortex must either be located about O.OZc, as lt 1s up to IO', or if the wing 
section is effectively at a higher incidence, it must jump forward to lie along the 
leading edge. Tiiis would account for tix? fact that when the wing was oscillated 
gently from 9' to II', with the region of vortex change-of-direction kept ccvcrcd 
in liquid, it was Lnpcssible to maintain a bifurcated accumulation of fluid. 

4 
Either/ 
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Either there was a continuous spanwise band of fluid located about O.O2c, from 
root to tip, or else there was the band curving aft about mid span, and the fluid 
outboard of that moving forward rapadly to accumulate at the leading edge. 

This knowledge still does not help to make clear the actual mechanism of 
the abrupt change of direction of the bubble vortex, but it does at least suggest 
strongly that the leading edge vortex formed further outboard arises from sectional 
characteristics, and is not peculiar to a sweptback vnng. 

5. Conclusions 

Pressure distribution and liquid-film tests have shown that the sectIona 
characteristics of the 1% thick aerofoil section used on the swept-wing model 
are governed largely by flow conditions in the vicinity of the leading edge, 

At incidences up to IO' the leminar boundary layer over the nose separates, 
becomes transitional away from the surface, and re-attaches as a turbulent layer, a 
bubble vortex forming under the separated layer. Above IO" the characteristacs alter 
and the flow behaves rather as if the leading edge were sharp, with a separation 
-edlately at the edge itself. 
15 

This separated flow re-attaches further aft, up to 
incidence, but at greater rncidences it remame separated and the sectaon is 

stalled. 

Further investigation of flow conditaons over the leading edge are required 
before the mechanism can be fully understood. Factors such as Reynolds number, 
surface roughness, nose radius and stream turbulence could influence the behaviour of 
the boundary layer m this region, but no deductlone as to their relative effect can 
be made at present on the basis of these llmlted tests. 
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